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Around-the-Pump Foam System
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SmartATP®

Automated Around-the-Pump Foam System

SmartATP is an intelligent, automated around-the-pump foam 
system that delivers high-volume, precise foam for every fire 
situation.

Eliminating the problems with traditional manual systems, 
the SmartATP automatically regulates the foam ratio control 
valve, reducing the opportunity for operator error and 
wasted foam.

SmartATP’s intelligent controls and high-volume foam are 
features usually found on much more expensive foam 
systems, at a fraction of the cost.

EASY ACCESS AND ON-SCREEN 
NOTIFICATION MESSAGING

Start/Stop

Increase Rate

Decrease Rate

Preset

Total Foam Total Water

Tank Select

Foam Prime

Diagnostics

System Options

Foam Percentage Water Flow

• Easily recognized icons
• Notification messages relay critical 
   information, diagnostics and system errors
• Pressure warnings
• Foam tank level
• Intake and discharge pressures
• Real-time and total used display
• Multi-language capable

One-touch push
 button proportioning

Date logging available
via USB download or

on the display for
the last operation

Real time 
operational feedback

Integrated tank level reads 
feedback from Class1 ITL

Unparalleled 
diagnostics

Easy step-by-step 
on-screen setup and 

calibration instructions

RUGGED, PRECISE AND RELIABLE

HIGH PERFORMANCE, COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION
Compared to other systems with similar high flow rates, SmartATP has 

increased accuracy that can conserve up to 30 gpm of foam per minute

AUTOMATED FLUSH &
WATER SHUTOFF
Auto-Flush capability automatically
flushes system when switching
foam types

MANUAL OVERRIDE
Backup override to allow the operator to
control the foam proportioning valve

BRONZE EDUCTOR
Corrosion resistant for a wide
range of firefighting foams
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About Hale Products
For more than 100 years, Hale Products has offered an extensive line of fire suppression solutions to fire and 
rescue crews throughout the world.  

Hale provides quality fire equipment, including truck-mounted and portable fire pumps, foam and 
compressed air foam systems, pump modules and pump kits, with a legacy of exceptional workmanship, 
advanced technology and innovation.

About IDEX Corp
The IDEX Fire & Safety businesses are a group of diverse specialty manufacturers of highly-engineered 
solutions that solve mission critical problems the fire & safety, fire suppression, rescue and municipal 
markets.  

Our fire suppression businesses manufacture truck-mounted and portable fire pumps, stainless steel valves, 
foam and compressed air foam systems, pump modules and pump kits, electronic controls and information 
systems, conventional and networked electrical systems, and mechanical components for the fire, rescue 
and specialty vehicle markets.
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